Sensors and Biosensors, MEMS Technologies and its Applications

The second volume titled ‘Sensors and Biosensors, MEMS Technologies and its Applications’ from the ‘Advances in Sensors: Review’ Book Series contains eighteen chapters with sensor related state-of-the-art reviews and descriptions of the latest achievements written by experts from academia and industry from 12 countries: China, India, Iran, Malaysia, Poland, Singapore, Spain, Taiwan, Thailand, UK, Ukraine and USA.

This book ensures that our readers will stay at the cutting edge of the field and get the right and effective start point and road map for the further researches and developments. By this way, they will be able to save more time for productive research activity and eliminate routine work.

Built upon the series Advances in Sensors: Reviews - a premier sensor review source, it presents an overview of highlights in the field and becomes. This volume is divided into three main parts: physical sensors, biosensors, nanoparticles, MEMS technologies and applications. With this unique combination of information in each volume, the Advances in Sensors: Reviews Book Series will be of value for scientists and engineers in industry and at universities, to sensors developers, distributors, and users.

Like the first volume of this Book Series, the second volume also has been organized by topics of high interest. In order to offer a fast and easy reading of the state of the art of each topic, every chapter in this book is independent and self-contained. The eighteen chapters have the similar structure: first an introduction to specific topic under study; second particular field description including sensing applications.

Order online:
http://sensorsportal.com/HTML/BOOKSTORE/Advance_in_Sensors_Vol_2.htm